
MIDNIGHT BLACK: THE PURGE - CHAPTER ONE – THE EXECUTION 

 

I kick in the front door and call his bastard name… like the coward he is, he scurries on his 

hands and knees like a rodent into an oversized closet, cowering behind boxes and hanging 

clothes, his legs bent to his chest, his arms wrapped around his knees, his fingers intertwined so 

tight they’re turning white… his head is bent forward, eyes shut, like if he doesn’t look at me, I’m 

not there and I won’t do what I came to do. I’m yelling at him to open his eyes, to look into mine, 

but he won’t, and he doesn’t. My hand is tightly wrapped around the handle of the Glock. The 

little slug's head comes up, his eyes go first to the gun, then up to me… he’s gonna’’’ plead for 

his life, but I’m not offering options here, forget it, they’ll be no negotiations. Before he breathes 

a word, I squeeze the trigger… damn, it sounds like a cannon blast in this closet… the bullet rips 

away his right kneecap… he howls, his leg jerks and flops like a pig being slaughtered, its 

jugular vein sliced through. My second shot explodes his left kneecap, scattering flesh and bone, 

his body’s oscillating like an electric toothbrush, his mouth opens wide… all that comes out is a 

chilling scream. Go ahead, you pussy, make all the noise you want, nobody’s coming to help. 

Look at me, asshole, look at me before your lights go out, before you meet your maker, whoever 

the hell that is… Satan maybe. I make sure he knows in whose holy name I commit him to hell. 

“Diedre… her name was Diedre.” 

I squeeze the trigger… the bullet races down the barrel at twenty-five-hundred feet per 

second, seventeen-hundred miles per hour, striking his forehead just above and between his eyes, 

leaving not a neat hole, but tearing off the top of his skull, splattering flesh, bone, blood, and 

brains over boxes, clothes and walls… Lucifer’s bastard son is dead… score one for Lady 

Justice…… I should post his bloodied carcass on the Internet and let the world see what I did, 

what I had to do in Diedre’s name. Hell, they post everything else on the damn web…… An 

earsplitting siren breaks the silence, I flinch and step back and spin around… it sounds like it 

came from inside this closet……whoa, there it is again, it’s loud… make it stop! Now I feel a 

sharp stab to the middle of my back, then zap, zap, an electrical charge is stinging me. For 

God’s sake, stop it! … My eyes are closed, but damn it, they can’t be, I’m right here in this 

closet, I can see jerk-off lying dead up against the wall. My eyelids begin to flutter like a butterfly 

before popping open and I focus… damn it, damn it, someone’s in my face and the fool’s yelling.  

“Get up, get your lazy ass up!”  

Jesus, it’s Quasi! What the hell is he doing here? 
 


